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Abstract:
Selecting a suitable method and knowledge engineering tool for a rule-based problem may be
influenced by the fact that an expert system shell can be expensive and, contrary to database systems,
may not be part of the installed computing environment. We show how to use a database (ORACLE) to
implement the functionality of an expert system shell by a simple rule language which is automatically
translated into SQL. The SQL interpreter is then used to "execute" these rules.
We have applied this method to process control, in particular to checking timing sequences in the
CERN particle accelerator complex. Our experience gained during more than one year of use, showed
that the initial limitations concerning the execution speed could be overcome by software optimisation
and hardware upgrades.
Finally we compare the inference engine of this rule system implemented in a database with that of
standard production rule expert system shells.
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1. Introduction
Selecting a suitable method and knowledge engineering tool for a rule-based problem may be
influenced by the fact that an expert system shell can be expensive and, contrary to database systems, may
not be part of the installed computing environment. We show how to use a database (ORACLE) to
implement the functionality of an expert system shell by a simple rule language which is automatically
translated into SQL. The SQL interpreter is then used to "execute" these rules.
Searching in a database can be seen as a general matching algorithm. Inference engines are more
general, but we have asked ourselves if for certain knowledge engineering applications the search
algorithm of a database with some extensions can satisfy the basic needs for a range of applications. The
paper investigates the limitations and tradeoffs of such an approach.
We have applied this method to process control, in particular to checking timing sequences in the
CERN particle accelerator complex. Our experience gained during more than one year of use, showed that
the initial limitations concerning the execution speed could be overcome by software optimisation and
hardware upgrades.
In Chapter 2 we present a practical problem from the domain of particle accelerator control, then in
Chapter 3 we give our rule-based solution and its practical implementation at the CERN PS (Proton
Synchrotron accelerator) complex using a database. In Chapter 4 we compare this rule-based system
implemented in a database with the inference engines of expert system shells, and we give a possible
generalisation of our method in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the limitations and tradeoffs of this
approach. In the end we point out the significance of our method and we present our practical experience
with this tool.
2. The Application: Time Constraints in the CERN PS
The CERN PS complex produces different types of beams for different end users: experimental areas
or other accelerators of CERN. The beam for the end user is produced by a chain of several accelerators of
the PS complex, starting from one of the linear accelerators and traversing other ring accelerators.
The operation of the PS accelerators is scheduled [1] in time slices called basic periods. One
accelerator works on the same beam for one or more basic periods, which constitute one cycle. Every
cycle needs a characteristic setting of the machine (i.e. accelerator) parameters, e.g. the currents in some
magnets have to be changed from cycle to cycle. A group of cycles forms a supercycle which is usually 14
basic periods long and is repeated again and again. The cycles are named after the users of the beam, such
as LEAR (Low Energy Antiproton Ring) or AA (Antiproton Accumulator). The supercycle contains
accelerator, but if it is not possible (for example because an experiment momentarily does not want a
particle beam), then it executes the spare cycle. The particles accelerated in a certain cycle in a certain
machine are transferred to another cycle in another machine and thus a chain of cycles in different
machines forms a beam. This information is represented in the Beam Coordination Diagram (BCD for
short). The operators construct BCDs using the BCD Editor. The layout of a BCD can be seen on the
upper part of Figure 1.
Figure 1:. Screen display showing a certain beam composition and a rule which is violated.
Whatever the layout and the time constraints, there are many possible BCDs, but not all of them can be
executed correctly by the accelerators, because the physical characteristics of the accelerator equipment
define further constraints on the BCDs. For example magnets have a hysteresis and some time is needed to
set their values in a maximum-minimum cycle, therefore a time delay has to be present in the BCD
between points that can be determined indirectly from the descriptions of the cycles. Changes might be
necessary as well when new types of beams are introduced.
We call the BCDs that can be executed correctly by the accelerators valid BCDs. After some
experience one can set up rules of thumb how to create valid BCDs, but even an experienced operator may
from time to time forget to apply these rules. The definition of the cycles in the BCD and also the structure
of the accelerators may change, and the rules of thumb must follow these changes. An example of a rule is
the following: "A LEAR cycle containing the PBAR option in the PS machine should follow a cycle
longer than 1.2s."
In order to make the work of the operators more reliable, and also to speed up the learning process of
new operators, an automated tool called BCD Checker has been developed to indicate whether a BCD is
valid or not. The lower part of Figure 1 shows an example of a violated rule corresponding to that BCD.
3. Rule-Based Solution Using a Database
Flexibility, expressiveness, and a user-friendly interface suggested a rule-based approach. On the other
hand we did not want to have to maintain a full expert system shell and it would have been time
Fortunately expressing the constraints does not need the full capabilities of the expert systems with
production rule chaining. All the constraints have the following form: "if certain assertions are true in the
BCD, then the BCD is not valid", so these rules are independent. However the left-hand sides of these
rules must be as flexible as in a knowledge-based system.
The BCDs and the rules defining the constraints are stored in an ORACLE database, so it seems
straightforward to use the SQL language to find out if the BCDs satisfy certain constraints. However the
direct use of SQL was not suitable, because the way the BCDs are stored is not easily understood by an
operator and certain concepts (like time delay between two cycles) can be expressed only with complex
SQL expressions.
The final solution of these problems transforms the BCD descriptions in the ORACLE database to
another form closer to operator concepts and develops a rule language which is similar to SQL, but has
special expressions for the BCD concepts. This approach led to the development of two programs: the
BCD Checker and the Rule Editor. The BCD Rule Editor allows the user to create rules in a rule language
easy to learn and to translate them automatically into SQL expressions. The Checker executes these SQL
expressions and, with the help of the database system, it plays the same role as the inference engine of an
expert system shell. The information flow between the BCD Editor, the Checker, the Rule Editor, and the
ORACLE database can be seen on Figure 2.














4. Comparison with Rule-based Expert Systems
The comparison of expert systems in general and our database approach can be seen on Figure 3.
   -----------------------------------------------------------------------
    Expert System Shells provide:    |  In our method this corresponds to:
   -----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                     |
   1) KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION:      |
                                     |
      of objects                     |  ORACLE tables
                                     |
      of rules (syntax)              |  simple syntax defined,
                                     |  easy to translate into SQL
                                     |  (rules also stored in ORACLE)
   -------------------------------------------------------------------
   2) INFERENCE ENGINE of production |  SQL interpreter/compiler
      rule based systems             |  of ORACLE + sequential algorithm
      (deductions on knowledge)      |
                                     |
      Rule instantiation,            |  matching of rule variables
      Unification.                   |  against data in ORACLE tables
                                     |
      Rule chaining (Forward,        |  Sequential SQL interpretation of
                     Backward,...)   |  rules.
   --------------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 3: Comparison: Expert System - Our Method
An example of a rule can be seen on Figure 4. The rule basically has only a left-hand side, the right-
hand side is implicit: if the left-hand side of the rule is satisfied, then the user receives a warning message.
The left-hand side always contains a test on the existence of an object in the database (a cycle) with some
properties. In the example the variable A represents the object and A.machine represents the machine
property of object A. With this approach general conditions can be expressed.
cycle set A exists where
       ('CPS' = A.machine
       and 'LEAR' = A.username
       and not 'H10' = A.plsgroup.HARMN) ;
Figure 4: Example of a rule
Basically an inference engine works according to the following algorithm:
  define : list_of_rules <list of all rules>, list_of_tested_rules <empty>;
  while list_of_rules not empty
    begin
    rule_X=first(list_of_rules);
    Remove(rule_X,list_of_rules);
    Append(list_of_tested_rules,rule_X);
    if (Applicable(rule_X))
      begin
      Apply(rule_X);
      Append(list_of_rules,list_of_tested_rules);
      list_of_tested_rules=empty;
      end;
    end;
where
• the Applicable(rule_X) function tests the left side of the rule_X rule for its applicability by
applying a matching algorithm and
In our method the matching algorithm of the Applicable() function is carried out by the database
system, and the BCD Checker program executes the whole 'while' loop. The BCD Checker program takes
the rules serially one by one. The left side of each rule contains a condition in the form of an SQL query.
By applying each SQL query to the database the BCD Checker executes the rule instantiation and the
unification. If the SQL query finds an item in the database, then it means that the condition is satisfied, the
rule is applicable and the right-hand side has to be executed. The Apply() function is even simpler,
because in the given application the right side of the rules contain always the same: the user has to be
notified that the BCD has a property which is not desired.
5. A possible generalisation
This inference engine completely satisfied the needs of the given application. However, much more
complex application requirements can also be satisfied using this approach. The inference engine of the
BCD Checker can be extended by allowing the rules to have complex actions on the right side. This would
result in rule chaining, because the rules could create new objects and assertions in the database, which
would trigger other rules.
This can be implemented if the actions on the right-hand sides of the rules are described by SQL
actions and the BCD Checker applies these SQL actions to the database whenever the left-hand side of the
rules are satisfied. Variables referenced on the left-hand side of the rules could also be used on the right-
hand side if the rules are transformed into SQL code using the ‘update’ SQL statement as in the following
example.
Let us consider the following hypothetical rule:
“Set the verified property of the cycle A to true if cycle A is in the CPS machine and the username of
cycle A is LEAR and the HARMN plsgroup property of cycle A is not H10.
The informal text of this example rule would be the following:
set A.verified = TRUE
if
       ('CPS' = A.machine
       and 'LEAR' = A.username
       and not 'H10' = A.plsgroup.HARMN) ;
This informal text would be translated into the following SQL expression:
update tmp1 A
set A.verified = TRUE
where exists
(select A.cyclemachine, A.type, A.cyclestart from A where
        'CPS' = A.cyclemachine
        and 'LEAR' = A.username
        and not 'H10' = (select t.plsgroupvalue from tmp2 t
                           where t.bpkey=A.bpkey
                                 and t.plsgroup='HARMN')
)
With this extension a more general forward chaining rule based inference engine can be implemented
using a database system.
6. Limitations and Tradeoffs
The basic question is: when is it feasible to use a database system as an implicit inference engine and
when is it feasible to apply a full expert system shell. In order to answer this question we have to know the
advantages and disadvantages of these approaches from different points of view.
One point of view is the amount of investment. The database approach needs some development,
which takes time and resources. However buying and learning an expert system shell also need resources,
the database approach does not make the project dependent on external software suppliers, and the updates
can be held completely within the organisation.
Another point of view is the generality of the rule language applied. The rule language of the database
approach is not so general as most of the expert system shells provide since in the database approach the
rules have to be expressed in an SQL-like way. Although the SQL language is quite general, some of the
domain specific concepts might be difficult to be mapped onto it. On the other hand the rule language of
our method may be adapted to suit the application domain.
The data representation also has to be taken into account. In the database approach the application data,
stored in the database is directly accessible to the inference engine but the reasoning capabilities of this
special package is needed to import the data from the database into the knowledge base, but the tools are
available for the reasoning process.
7. Conclusions
Our work focuses on methods to upgrade database systems towards knowledge based systems (like
research on object oriented databases and integration of expert systems with databases). Our scheme is not
really a deductive retrieval in the sense of a database being able to deduce implied data from the data held
explicitly in the database with the aid of a deductive query language like “DEDUCE” [3]. It is rather a
method using SQL as deductive query language with the logic of the query evaluation as result: if found,
then there is a problem described in the “rule” under evaluation; if not found, then there is no problem (or
“don’t know”).
The significance of our method is based on the fact that we get this extension by simply using the
available database techniques in a special way. We have implemented a rule-based system for a specific
application and suggested a generalisation to solve more complex problems with this method.
In the "Intelligent Database Agent" of [4] the clauses are encapsulated inside an object and define an
association between knowledge attributes. This represents a similar idea but a different implementation.
We have now a oneyear experience with this tool. Accelerator operators find this program highly
useful, but they complain that the checker with its execution time in the order of a minute is too slow,
especially when applying it after having made only small modifications in a BCD. Its slowness comes
from ORACLE access and therefore studies are under way to speed up the program. They concern
investigation to run the checker in parallel with the BCD Editor while composing the BCD in some sort of
a cooperating multi-agent system [5]. These investigations are promising but their implementations are far
from being trivial modifications to the existing program. Another point of study is possible automatic
concatenation of all rules, i.e. all SQL statements into one big SQL query, but some results have shown no
considerable speed-up gain.
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